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PRESS RELEASE

AIAI ANNOUNCES FRANK RAPOPORT AS ITS CHIEF STRATEGY ADVISOR
Former AIAI Executive Manager and Partner at Peckar & Abramson Brings Wealth of
Successful P3 Infrastructure Project Experience to this Dynamic and Exciting Role
New York, NY, May 2014 – The Board of the Association for the Improvement of American Infrastructure
(AIAI) is pleased to announce the appointment of Frank M. Rapoport, Partner at Peckar & Abramson, P.C., as
the organization’s new Chief Strategy Advisor. Rapoport’s role involves the strategic direction of AIAI’s primary
P3 action agenda, the development of key outreach issues and working with AIAI’s Government Affairs and Law
and Legislative committees to identify industry issues and propose appropriate action to ensure a successful P3
outlook in the US Market.
Star America CEO and AIAI Chairman, William Marino, shares, “AIAI is at an inflection point, there is much
work to do in the industry if we are to create a strong foundation for the future of P3’s in the American Market.
Frank’s industry knowledge, market understanding and strong industry relationships will complement the current
team and provide us with the additional lift we need as we move forward.”
Rapoport is a senior partner and a leader in Peckar & Abramson’s Public-Private Partnerships practice group. He
works in the firm’s New York and Washington D.C. offices, as well as the newly established firm location in the
Philadelphia area.
Rapoport is highly regarded for strategizing and implementing successful business-capture plans for clients
pursuing P3, design-build and complex infrastructure projects. He combines a deep understanding of the legal and
political framework for P3s with the experience of having handled big-ticket government contracts and
construction litigation. His knowledge and respect for the political issues in P3 deals have led to many successful
collaborations with key government officials.
ABOUT AIAI
AIAI - the Association for the Improvement of American Infrastructure is a non-profit organization formed to
help shape the direction of the national Public Private Partnership marketplace. AIAI serves as a national
proponent to facilitate education and legislation through targeted advocacy.
AIAI’s Board has national and international experience and industry knowledge that provides AIAI with a
clear direction for developing and advocating policy and legislative solutions, allowing more equitable and
effective partnerships across diverse market sectors from transportation and energy to educational,
health and public service institutions.
MORE INFORMATION
For more information on AIAI, its initiatives and its upcoming events, please email Lisa Buglione at
readytowork@aiai-infra.org or visit www.aiai-infra.org.
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